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INTRODUCTION 
Let    A    and    B    be sets,  let    f    be a one-to-one function from    A 
into    B,  and let    g    be a one-to-one  function from    B    into    A.     The 
Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem states  that there exists a one-to-one 
function    h    from    A    onto    B.     This   theorem is well known,  and has long 
been important  in set  theory.     We present a proof of  this  theorem in 
Chapter  I. 
In mathematics,   the concept of an isomorphism is of great importance. 
The word "isomorphism" means different things  in  different  contexts. 
Perhaps one can  intuitively define this  term in general as  follows: 
if    X    is a certain type of mathematical structure,  consisting of a set 
and possibly one or more binary operations,, relations,  orders,   or 
topologies;   and if    Y     is  a mathematical structure of the same type 
(meaning    Y    is a set with  the same kinds of binary operations,   relations, 
orders,   or topologies);   then    X    is  isomorphic to    Y    provided there is 
a one-to-one  function  from    X    onto    Y    which preserves  these binary 
operations,   relations,   orders,   or topologies. 
The above definition  is more general  than  current usage of the word 
"isomorphism" warrants,   but it does help explain  the different uses of 
this word.     For this reason some authors prefer to place an adjective 
before   the word "isomorphism",   thereby clarifying the context of the 
word for the  reader.     Hence one can find the  terms  "set isomorphism   , 
"group isomorphism",   "ring isomorphism",   "order isomorphism",   "vector 
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space  isomorphism",  or "topological isomorphism"   (more commonly, 
"homeomorphism")   in the literature.     This practice is not standard, 
however.     For this reason,   the adjective is sometimes placed in 
parenthesis,   as  in "(group)   isomorphism", when it is used at all. 
Consider the  following specific example.     If one is working in 
the context of set  theory, where one's paramount concern is the size 
of the sets,   then one defines two sets  to be   (set)   isomorphic if there 
is simply a one-to-one function from one set onto  the other   (for  in 
this  context,   there are no binary operations,   relations,   orders,  or 
topologies  being studied).     Using  this definition of   (set)   isomorphism, 
the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem can be stated as follows: 
(CSB)     Let    A    and    B    be sets.    H    A    is   (set)   isomorphic to a 
subset  of    B,  and if    B    _is_ (set)   isomorphic  to a subset 
of    A,   then    A    is   (set)  isomorphic. to    B. 
If one studies  this  form of stating  (CSB),   then one might naturally 
.ask the   following question: 
Does  this  Theorem remain true if  the adjective "set" is replaced 
by  any of  the other adjectives which are commonly used with  the 
term "isomorphism",   and if the word "subset" is  replaced by  the 
term for  the appropriate sub-structure? 
Specifically,   is   (CSB)  still true if we  substitute  for "set" the words, 
"vector space",   "topological space",   "group",   "free abelian group",  or 
"divisible abelian group"?     In this  thesis, we present  the answers to 
this  question.     We will refer to these substitutions in  (CSB)  as 
analogies  to  the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem.     An example of 
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what we have in mind as an analogy is the following: 
Let A and B be vector spaces.  If A is_ (vector space) 
isomorphic to a subspace of B, and if B is (vector space) 
isomorphic to a  subspace of A, then A is (vector space) 
isomorphic to B. 
This statement is in fact true, and we prove this in Chapter II, after 
we state some basic definitions and facts about vector spaces. 
In Chapter III, we investigate the analogy in topological spaces. 
After reviewing some definitions, we present a counterexample which 
shows that the analogy for the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem is 
false for topological spaces. 
In Chapter IV, we discuss groups in general, and two types of 
groups; namely, free abelian groups, and divisible abelian groups. 
For the general case, we prove the analogy, valid if both groups have 
finite order, but we present a counterexample to the analogy for 
-groups of infinite order.  In Section Two, we prove that the analogy 
is true for free abelian groups.  Our proof depends on the fact that 
this type of group has a basis.  The analogy is also true for divisible 
groups, and we prove this in Section Three. 
We shall give the basic definitions and facts about each of the 
mathematical structures we consider in the section devoted to that 
concept, rather than collect all of those preliminary remarks together 
here.  Some of our examples and proofs are based on very difficult 
theorems.  Rather than reproduce a proof of these theorems here, we 
have given references in the literature to these results for the 
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interested reader.  To attempt to make this thesis completely self- 
contained would have nearly tripled its length, and would have obscured 
our real purpose. 
The conclusion of a proof is denoted by the symbol Q. 
viii 
CHAPTER  I 
THE  CANTOR-SCHRODER-BERNSTEIN THEOREM 
The Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem may be proved using the 
following lemma.     The proof presented here is similar to a proof 
by Cox  [1], 
1.1 LEMMA.     Let    A    be a set,   let    B    be a subset of    A,  and 
let     f    be a one-to-one function from    A    into    B.       Then  there exists 
a one-to-one function    h    from    A    onto    B. 
Proof:     If    A = B,   the identity function on    A    is such a function. 
If    B i A,   define    C ■  {y «   A   I     there exists    x    in    A - B    such that 
y =  f   (x)     for some    n >   0},  where    f°     is  the identity function,  and, 
k k-1 for each positive  integer    k,  f    = f °  f.     So 
C =    u     image   [fn(A - B)]   ■   (A - B)   u   f(A - B)  u  • • •   u   fn(A - B)  U   •••. 
For each    z     in    A,   define    h(z)     as follows: 
h(z)  - f(z)     if     z    is in    C,   and    h(z) = z     if    z    is not in    C.     To 
show that    h    is  one-to-one,   consider  the following three cases. 
(a) Let a and b be in C and a V b. Then h(a) = f(a) 
and h(b) = f(b). Since f is one-to-one, and since a f b, then 
f(a) 4 f(b).     Hence    h(a)  4 h(b). 
(b) Let neither    a    nor    b    be in    C,  and    a 4 b.     Then    h(a) - a 
and    h(b)  = b,  so  that    h(a)  4 h(b). 
(c) Let    a    be  in    C    and    b    not be in    C,   and    a 4 b.     Then 
h(a)  -  f(a)     and    h(b)  - b.     Suppose    h(a) - h(b),   then    b - f(a). 
Since a is in C, a = f (x)  for some n £ 0 and x in A - B. 
Now f(a) ■ fn  (x).  So b = f(a)  implies that b - fn+1(x), which 
means that b is in C, a contradiction to our hypothesis.  Hence 
h(a) f  h(b)  for a j* b, so h is one-to-one. 
To show that h is onto, we must show that for each b  in B, 
there exists a z  in A such that h(z) = b.  Thus choose b in B. 
(a) If b  is not in C, then h(b) = b. 
(b) If    b    is  in    C,   then    b =  f"(x)    with    n 5   1,   and    x    in 
A -  B.     Note that    n >   1    because    b    is not in    A - B.     Now 
b = f(fn_1(x))     with    fn_1(x)     in    C.     It  follows that 
h(fn_1(x))  =  f(fn-1(x))  = b. 
We have shown  that  for every    b    in    B    there exists a    z    in    A 
such  that    h(z)  = b.     Therefore,  h    is a one-to-one function from    A 
onto    B.   D 
1.2   THE  CANTOR-SCHRODER-BERNSTEIN  THEOREM.      If     A     and     B     are 
sets,   if     f    is  a one-to-one function from    A    into    B,  and if    g    is 
a one-to-one function from    B    into    A,   then there exists a one-to-one 
function from    A    onto    B. 
Proof:     Let    A    and    B    be sets.     Let    f    be a one-to-one function 
from    A    into    B,   and  let    g    be a one-to-one  function from    B    into    A. 
Then    g  °   f     is a one-to-one function from    A    into    g(B).     Since 
g(B)  c_ A,   there exists a one-to-one function    h    from    A    onto    g(B) 
by   (1.1). 
Now    g     is one-to-one and onto from    B    to    g(B),   so that    g is 
one-to-one and onto from    g(B)     to    B.     But    h    is one-to-one and onto 
from    A    to      g(B);   hence    g      °  h    is a one-to-one and onto function 
from    A     to     B.   G 
CHAPTER II 
VECTOR SPACES 
In this setting,   the analogy to the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein 
Theorem is valid.     We shall show this result   (Theorem 2.8),   after we 
present some elementary definitions and a needed proposition. 
2.1 DEFINITION.    Let     F    be a field and let    V    be an abelian 
additive group   (see 4.1.1),   such that  there exists a scalar multipli- 
cation of    V    by    F    which associates with each    c £   F    and each 
a e   V    an element    c a e   V.     Then    V    is a vector space, over    F 
provided,   if    1     is  the unity of    F,   that 
(a) 1 a = a 
(b) (Cj  c2)   a ■  cx(c2   a) 
(c) c(a + 6) = co + eg 
(d) (e,  + c2)  a =  Cj^ a + c2 a 
for all    c   ,   c    £   F    and    a,   6 £  V.     We call the elements  in    F    scalars, 
and we call  the elements in    V    vectors. 
2.2 DEFINITION.     Let    V    be a vector space,  and let    S £ V.    We 
call       S    linearly independent provided if 
(V  V   •••,   anJ   c S,   if     {cr  c2,   •••,   cn) cf,     and    if 
itl ci  ai  ■  °>   then     Cl  =  C2  =   "•   =  Cn  =  °'     WC  ^  that     S    ^^ 
or generates    V    provided if     6 £  V,   then    & - j^ 6± B±    for some 
tol»   '*"'  an} -    S    3nd    {°1'   ""'  °n} £ F* 
We say    S    is  a basis for    V    provided    S    is  linearly independent 
and spans    V. 
It  can be  proved that  if    S    is a basis for    V,  and if    B  e V, 
then  there exists a unique n-tuple of scalars     (c.,   c-,   •••,   c )    such 
n 
that     B =   .E.   c^ ai    for some unique basis vectors    a.,   ■••,   a      in    S. 
For example,  see   [3,   p.   41]. 
It  is also possible  to prove that every vector space    V    over a 
field    F    has a basis,   and  furthermore that any two bases for    V    have 
the same cardinality;   for example,   see Lang  [4,  p.   86].     Hence,   let 
us define  the dimension of a vector space    V,   denoted    dim V,   to be 
the cardinality of one of its bases. 
2.3 DEFINITION.     If    V    and    W    are two vector spaces over the 
same field    F,   then a linear  transformation    T    from    V    to    W    is a 
function from    V     to    W    such  that    T(ca +. B) - c T(a) + T(B)     for all 
vectors    a,   6 e  V    and scalars    c e  F.     We call    T    a   (vector space) 
isomorphism provided    T    is a one-to-one and onto linear transformation. 
2.4 PROPOSITION.     Let    V    and    W    be vector spaces over a field 
F.     Then    V    is   (vector space)   isomorphic  to    W    if and only if   there 
exists a basis    S    for    V    and a basis    R    for    W   with the same 
cardinality,   so     Isl  -   |R|.     That is, V    is   (vector space)   isomorphic 
to    W    if and only if    dim V - dim W. 
Proof:     (-<-)     Let    V    and    W    be vector spaces over a field    F. 
Suppose  there  exists a basis     S    for    V    and a basis    R    for    W    with 
Isl   =   IRI.     Then there exists a function    T    which is one-to-one and 
onto from    S     to    R.     We  can denote     S - ^Oi)l£l    
and    R * *6i^iei 
for some index set     I,  and assume    T  :  a^ + Si. 
For any vector    c     in    V,   there exists a unique k-tuple of 
scalars   (x^,  x,,   •••,  x,_)    such that '2*    »   Aic-'      OUCH   Liiac     O 
for some unique basis vectors a  , o  , 
Xl "il + x2 ai2 + + xk aik 
,  a in    S,  by the 
definition of a basis. 
Define    T    from    V    to    W    by 
T(o)  = X;L  e±1 + x2   e±2 + •••   + xfc Sik, where    a    in    V    is defined as 
above.     Thus we have extended    T    to a function from    V    to    W.     We 
will now proceed  to show that    T    is an isomorphism from    V    onto    W. 
(a)     To establish that    T    is one-to-one,   let    Y    and    9    be 
elements of    V    and let    T(y)   - T(6).     We must show that    y - 6. 
Let     y  -  x±  an +  •••   + xk aik     and     6  =  y±  0jl +   •••  + ym ojm, 
where we assume  that    x• <f 0    and    y    4 0     for all    i,  j.     Now, 
T(Y)  =xx  6il+x2  6i2+ ...  +xkBik    and" 
T(6) = yj 6      + y2  gj2 + ...   + ym &     .     But,  T(y)  - T(6),   so 
Xl 6il + X2  6i2+  •••  + Xk eik " *1 6.11 + 1 
+ v™ 6i™-  Now« in     j m 
Jik «*  6ji 
jl ' J2 "j2 
are elements of R, and each vector in ;  "jm 
W    (including    T(y)     and    T(6))   can be expressed uniquely as a linear 
combination of elements of    R.     Thus we may assume,  after reindexing, 
if necessary,   that    k ■ m    and that    x^ - y-, x2 - y2,   •••, x.   - y. , 
and further that     S 
il 'jl*   °i2       
cj2* ik 
So    e Jjk.     - . - T 
and    T    is one-to-one. 
(b)     Now we show that    T    is onto.     If     A    is any vector in    W, 
then there exists  a unique k-tuple of scalars     (s.a   "', x^)    and 
unique basis vectors     6 il' 'ik 
in    R    such  that 
A  = Xl  6il + '"   + xk 6ik"     By our definition of    T, 
A  - T(x1 a±1 + •••  + xk aik).     Clearly    X    is in the range of    T, 
proving  that    T    is onto. 
(c)     T    is also linear,  by the following argument.     Let    6     and 
Y    be members of    V.     Then we may write Xl ail + +xkaik    for 
some scalars     (Xy   '' •, %.)     in    F,   and    Y = y,  a      + ••■  + y.   a., 
some scalars     (y^   •••,  y )     in    F, where it may be that    x.   - 0    or 
y.   = 0    for some    i,   j.     Let    c    be a scalar in    F.     Then 
for 
c6 + Y =   (cxx + yx)  a±1 + +  (cxk + yk) aik,  and 
T(C9 + Y) =   (cxx + yx)  gix + ... +   (cxk + yk)   6±k = 
k k k 
jii (cxj+ *i> 6ij -c th xj 8ij+ A y± 6ij - 
c(T(6)) + T(Y). 
Therefore, T is linear, and T is an isomorphism from V onto W. 
(-»•)  Suppose T is an isomorphism from V onto W.  Also let 
5 = {CJ}. T be a basis for V.  We will show that R = {T(a±)} x is I i    i£l 
is a basis  for    W.       Notice  that     I Si   -   |R|. 
Let     6 e  W.     Since    T    is onto,   there exists    a e  V    such that 
6 = T(a).     But    a    is  in    V    and    S    is a basis for    V,  hence  there 
exists a unique finite subset     {c^,   •••,   a.)    of    S    and unique scalars 
(x.,   ••• ,   x  )     of    F    such  that    a = x% c^ + x2 o2 + •••  + xfc ok>     Now 
6 - T(a)     is in    W,   and    T(a)  - T(xx a±) + T(x2 Oj) + ••• + T(xk afc), 
so    6 = T(a) = Xl Ko.) + x2  T(a2) + •••  + xfc T(ak).     Therefore 
(T(ai)}.       - R    generates    W. 
We will now show that    R    is linearly independent also,   thereby 
qualifying  as   a basis  for     W. 
Let     c or  some be scalars  in    F,  and let     X.   c     (T(a    )) - 0    f 
k 
finite subset    {T(o     )   I   j  =  1,   •••,  k}    of    R.     Then    T(TX c    a„) = 0, 
K 
because    T    is linear.     Hence     2     c    a      =0,  since    T    is one-to-one. 
Now    S    is   linearly  independent,   thus    c.   =  •••   ■ c,   ■ 0.     So we can 
generate   the  zero vector with a finite number of vectors from    R    only 
when all scalars equal    0;   therefore    R    is linearly independent. 
Thus,   R    is a basis for    W,  and    dim V - dim W.  D 
A few well-known lemmas will now be discussed,   and  then these will 
be used in our next proof.     For notational convenience  in what follows, 
let us denote  two vector spaces over a field    F    by    V    and    W,   and 
we will  let     T,     be a one-to-one linear  transformation  from    V    into    W 
and  let    T      be a one-to-one linear transformation from    W    into    V. 
The  range of    T,,   denoted    rgC^),  is    {^(o)   I  a in V};   similarly 
rg(T,) =  {T.   (8)   I   6  in W}.     The kernel of. T  ,  denoted    kerC^),   is 
all    a    in    V    such  that    T.,(c<)  = 0,   and 
ker   (T ) =  (6 e   W I   T„(B) = 0}.     It is well-known  that    rgC^ )    and 
ker   (T.)     are subspaces of    V    and    W,   respectively,   for    i -  1,   2. 
2.5 LEMMA,     dim rg(T-)  £ dim W    and    dim rg(T2)   < dim V. 
For proofs  of  2.5 and 2.6,   see Lang   [4,   p.   87 and p.   88]. 
2.6 LEMMA,     dim ker(T ) + dim rg^) = dim V    and 
dim ker(T.) + dim rg(T )  = dim W. 
Note  that    dim tor(T,)  = 0     and    dim ker(T2) - 0,  since both    Tj_ 
T      are one-to-one;   so we have by 2.6  the following lemma. 
2.7 LEMMA,     dim rg(T1> - dim V    and    dim rg(T2)  - dim W. 
Thus by 2.5 and 2.7, we have that    dim V £ dim W    and 
dim W £ dim V;  hence,  dim V ■ dim W. 
We are now equipped to state and prove a theorem for vector 
spaces analogous   to the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem. 
2.8 THEOREM.     If    V    and    W    are vector spaces over a field    F, 
if    V    is   (vector space)   isomorphic to a subspace of    W,  and if    W    is 
(vector space)   isomorphic to a subspace of    V,   then    V    is   (vector 
space)   isomorphic   to    W. 
Proof:     Let    V    and    W    be vector spaces over a field    F.     Let 
T.     be a one-to-one  linear transformation from    V    to    W.     Let    T-    be 
a one-to-one linear  transformation from    W    into    V.     Then    V    is 
isomorphic to    rg(T.,)    and    W    is  isomorphic to    rg(T2). 
Applying 2.5,   2.6,   2.7,  we have that    dim V - dim W,  and we 
conclude,   by 2.4,   that    V    is  isomorphic to    W. D 
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CHAPTER  III 
T0P0L0GICAL  SPACES 
The analogy  to the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem in this 
setting is false,   and we next develop  the machinery necessary to 
exhibit  a counterexample.     First we shall  review some elementary 
definitions. 
3.1 DEFINITION.     A topology on a nonempty set    X    is a collection 
T    of  subsets of    X,   called  the    T-open sets,  satisfying: 
(a) X    and    <(>    are members of    T; 
(b) the union of any number of elements of    T    belongs  to    T; 
(c) the intersection of any  two elements of    T    belongs to    T. 
We say     (X,  T)     is a  topological space  if • X    is a set and if    T    is a 
topology  on     X. 
3.2 DEFINITION.     Let     (X,  T)     and     (Y, S)    be two  topological 
spaces.     A function     f    from     (X, T)     to   (Y, S)    is continuous  if and 
only if  for each    S-Open set     G    in    Y,   f     (G)    is a    T-open set  in    X. 
3.3 DEFINITION.     Two topological spaces     (X, T)    and     (Y, S)    are 
homeomorphic if and only  if there exists a one-to-one  continuous 
function    f     from     (X,  7")    onto     (Y, S)     such   that    f is also 
continuous. 
3. A DEFINITION.     We call  a property of topological spaces a 
topological property if,  whenever one space has  the property,   then so 
does  every space which is homeomorphic to it. 
11 
3.5 DEFINITION.  A cover of a space X is a collection A of 
subsets of X whose union is all of X.  A finite subcover of a cover 
A is a finite subcollection A'  of A which is also a cover.  If 
the cover consists of open sets, it is referred to as an open cover. 
3.6 DEFINITION.  A space S is compact if and only if each open 
cover of X has a finite subcover. 
The analogy to the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem for 
topological spaces would be as follows: 
3.7 Let  (X, T)  and  (Y, S) be two topological spaces,  If f 
Is a  homeomorphism from  (X, T)  onto a  subspace of  (Y, S), and if 
g ij= a  homeomorphism from (Y, S)  onto a  subspace of  (X, T), then 
there exists a homeomorphism h from (X, T)  onto  (Y, S). 
However, as indicated earlier, 3.7 is not true, and we next 
present a counterexample. 
3.8 COUNTEREXAMPLE.  Let  (X, T) be the set of real numbers, R, 
-with the usual topology T; i.e., open sets in T are open intervals 
(a, b) = {x e  R I a < x < b), where a and b are real numbers and 
a < b.  Let  (Y, S)  be  [0,1]  with the usual subspace topology S of 
open sets  (a, b) n [0,1], a < b, where a, b e   R. 
Define f from  (Y, S)  to  (X, T)  by f(x) = x.  Then f is a 
homeomorphism from [0,1] onto a subspace of R; that is, (Y, S)  onto 
a subspace of  (X, T). 
To get a homeomorphism from  (X, T) onto a subspace of  (Y, S), 
we will need to define two functions.  First, let a be defined by 
a(x) = Arc tan x, for x e R.  Now a is a homeomorphism from R onto 
(- 1 -) 
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Define    6    by    6(x) - *- + y,  for    x e   (- |, j ).     Then is a 
homeoraorphism from     (- y' y)     onto     (0,1).     By the transitive property 
of homeomorphisms,   R    is homeomorphic  to     (0,1)     under    6 •  a.     So 
6 °  a    is a homeomorphism from    R    onto a subspace of     [0,1]• 
We have established homeomorphisms from (X, T) onto a subspace 
of (Y, S) and from (Y, S) onto a subspace of (X, T). We need to 
show that   there is no homeomorphism from     (X,  T)     onto     (Y, S). 
The unit  interval     [0,1]     is a closed,' bounded subset of    R, 
therefore     [0,1]     is  compact.     But    R    is not compact,   since       u     (-n,n) 
is an open cover of    R    which clearly has no finite subcover. 
For a discussion of  the above see Willard   [5, p.   116 and p.   120]. 
It  is well-known that  compactness is a  topological property. 
Therefore    R    is not homeomorphic to     [0,1],   and the counterexample 
is completed. 
13 
CHAPTER IV 
GROUPS 
In  this   chapter we will show that the analogy to the Cantor- 
Schrbder-Bernstein Theorem is  invalid for groups  in general,  but  is 
valid for certain  types of groups;  namely finite groups,   free abelian 
groups and divisible groups. 
SECTION 1:     The General Case 
We will prove  that  the analogy  is valid when both groups are of 
finite order,   but  a counterexample will show that  the analogy is 
invalid if  the groups have  infinite order.     We begin by reviewing 
some well-known, but pertinent,   definitions and lemmas. 
A. 1.1 DEFINITION.     A group     (G, •)     i« a non-empty set    G    of 
elements,   together with a binary operation    •    on    G    such that: 
i)    9    is associative; 
ii)     there exists an  identity element    u e  G    such 
that    u « g = g = g • u    for all    g £  G; 
iii)     if     a e  G,   then  there exists an element    a 
G    with    a « a"    = u = a"    • a.     We call    a 
inverse of    a. 
-1 in 
-1 
the 
It is easy  to prove that the  identity element    u    in    G    is 
unique,   and that  the  inverse of    a    is unique for every    a e  G. 
If    6    is   commutative  in the group     (G,  •),   then we call     (G, •) 
an abelian group. 
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4.1.2 DEFINITION.     The order of a group     (G, ♦),   denoted     |G|, 
is  the number of  elements  in the set    G;   that  is,  the cardinal number 
of    G. 
4.1. 3 DEFINITION.     A homomorphism from a group     (G, •)     to a group 
(H,   *)     is a function    a    which preserves  the binary operations;   that 
is, o(g1 • g2) = a(gx)   * a(g2)     for all    gr  g2 e  G. 
It quickly becomes   tedious  to adopt a different symbol for each 
binary operation  in each group;   thus,   after this  point we shall use 
addition    +    as the binary operation in each group.     This convention 
agrees with current practice  in  the literature on abelian groups,  and 
we shall  soon be dealing primarily with abelian groups.     Thus it is 
no longer necessary  to refer to the group     (G, +); we shall simply 
refer  to the group    G,   and let the binary operation    +    be understood. 
4.1.4 DEFINITION.     An isomorphism from a group    G    to a group    H 
is a one-to-one homomorphism from    G    onto    H.     We write    G = H    if 
such an isomorphism exists,   and we  say  that    G    is  isomorphic  to    H. 
We are now ready to state and prove the analogy to  the Cantor- 
Schroder-Bernstein Theorem for finite groups. 
4.1.5 THEOREM.     Let    G    and    H    be  two finite groups.     If    G    is 
(group)   isomorphic to a subgroup of    H,   and if    H    is   (group)   isomorphic 
to a subgroup of    G,   then    G    is   (group)   isomorphic to    H. 
Proof:     Let     G    and    H    be two finite groups.     Let    G    be 
isomorphic to a subgroup of    H.     Then there exists a one-to-one 
homomorphism    a    from    G    into    H;  hence     |G|   $   |H|.     Let    H    be 
isomorphic to a subgroup of    G;   hence     I Hi   5   |G|. 
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Now,   iGl   4   I Hi     and     |H|   <   |G|;   thus     I Hi  -   |G|.     It is well- 
known  that If  two  finite sets,   G    and    H,  have the same number of 
elements,   and if  there exists a one-to-one function    a    from    G    into 
H,   then    a    is also onto.     Thus    a    is an isomorphism of    G    onto    H.  D 
So  the analogy is valid when both groups are finite.     Now we need 
not consider the case where    G    is a finite group and    H    is an 
infinite group,   because in  this case    H    could not be isomorphic  to a 
subgroup of    G.     Thus  the hypothesis  to the analogy could not be 
satisfied. 
The final case to investigate involves two infinite groups. From 
this point, until the end of the section, we shall be considering only 
abelian groups.     We will need some more definitions and another theorem. 
4.1.6 DEFINITION.     Let    Z    denote the integers.     A group    G    is 
cyclic if all its elements are powers of some one element;  that  is, 
if    G =   In g   I  n €   Z]     for some    g e   G.     In this case, we say that 
g    generates    G. 
4.1. 7 DEFINITION.     If    a £   G,  and  if  there exists a positive 
integer    n    such  that    na = 0, where    0    denotes the identity element 
of    G,   then the smallest  such positive integer is called the order of 
a.     If no such positive  integer exists,   then    a    is said to have 
infinite order. 
If    g    generates    G    and also has finite order    n,   then it can be 
proved that    G    is cyclic of order    n    and is isomorphic to the 
additive group of  integers    mod n,   denoted    Zn- 
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If    g    generates    G    and also has  Infinite order,   then it can be 
proved  that    G    is  isomorphic to  the additive group of integers, 
denoted    Z.     For a proof of  the above  two statements,  consult Fuchs 
[2,  p.   14]. 
4.1.8 DEFINITION.     Let    p    be a prime number.     A    p-primary 
group,   or just    p-group,  is a group all of whose elements have .order 
some power  of  the  fixed prime    p. 
4.1.9 DEFINITION.     Let    G    and    G^ G2> •<V be abelian 
groups.     We make  the cartesian product    G.  it G. x  •••   x G    x  •••     into 
an abelian group by defining a binary operation    +    as follows: 
if    x =   (x,,   x2> )    and    y =   (y^  y2,   • • • ,  yn>   • • • )     are 
any  two elements  in  this cartesian product,   then 
x + y =   (x    + y,,  x2 + y2>   •••,  xn + yn,   •••).     We call  this group the 
direct  sum of     Gi«   G2 •   ' "' '   Gn'   " ''   
and ve denote   it  by 
G,  « G„ f •••   « G    « •••,  or by    •   .?.   G,.     If    I    is  any index set, 
12 n 1"1     1 
and if     {G.   |   i e.   1}     is a set of abelian groups,   then we define 
9  .1, G.     in a similar manner, iel    I 
4.1.10 DEFINITION.     If    G ■ «  -j- Gi> we call this a decomposition 
of    G    into direct sums.     Two decompositions of    G    into direct sums, 
G = «    I     B      and    G - 9   .1-  C., are called isomorphic decompositions 
i£ I    1 i€ I    l 
if  there exists  a one-to-one correspondence between the  two sets of 
components    B.     and    C.     such that  corresponding components are 
isomorphic groups. 
4.1.11 DEFINITION.     If    G - •  X  G±;   then for each positive 
integer    i,  IT.    :   G -> G      defined by    ir^((x^, x2  •••, x±. 
...» 
i' 
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where    x.  e   G ,   is an onto homomorphism,   and is  called the natural 
projection homomorphism. 
A. 1.12  THEOREM.     Any  two decompositions of  a group into direct 
sums of cyclic groups of prime power orders are isomorphic.     For a 
proof of  this see  Fuchs,   [2, p.   89]. 
A counterexample will now be exhibited to show that the analogy 
to the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem is invalid for infinite 
groups. 
4.1.13 COUNTEREXAMPLE.     Consider the following groups: 
G =  Z, 
and     H =  Z, 
Z,  •  Z.  • Z.   • 4 4 4 
-4 " '4 4 4 
Notice that each decomposition  is a direct sum of cyclic groups of 
prime power order,  where  the prime number is    2. 
Define    a   :   G + H    as  follows: 
If   y = (y,» y,. •••. yr 
■ ) c G  (where all but a finite number of 
y. = 0) then 
IT. (a(y)) = 
if y^ 
if yx - 1 
and 
IT     (a(y))  - y.     for all    12 2. 
A diagram of    a    is  as   follows:     define    f   :   Z2 "* 
Z4    by 
if    x - 0 
if    x = 1 
Then    f    is a one-to-one homomorphism,   and    a   may be pictured as: 
,w-{! 
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h • h • h • Z4 # 
f+    id+     id+    ld+ 
Z4«ZA *♦« 
We will now show that    a    is an  isomorphism from    G    into    H. 
Let    g1 =   (y^  y-»   •", y »••*)« S    and let 
g„ =   (x  ,  x„,   • • • ,  x   ,   • • •)  £   G.     We have  four cases to consider: 
and 
and    v.   ■ 1,  x.     and    y1   = 0, x.   ■ 1    and    y..   = 0,  or    x.  ■ 
y    =  1.     We will prove  this only for the case    x.   » 1    and 
y.  = 0,  since  the other cases may be proved similarly.     Now, 
"(g! • g2) - a(y;L + xv   ....   yn + xn>   •••) =   (2,   •••, yR + xn>   •••)    and 
a(gl) © a(g2) -   (0,  y2,   ■••,  yn>   •••) +  (2,  x^   •••, XQ,   •••)  = 
(2,   •••,   yn + xn,   •••),   so    a(gl 4 g2)  = a(gl) « a(g2>. 
Thus    a    preserves  the binary operation    ♦.     Since    a    is clearly one- 
to-one,  a    is an  isomorphism from    G    into"    H. 
Define     6   :   H ->• G    as  follows: 
If    x =   (x,  x   ,•••,   x  ,•••)£   H    (and all but a finite number of 
x.  = 0),   let    B(x)  =   (0,  xv  x2,   •••, xfl,   •••);   that is 
KX  (6(x))  = 0    and    ir.  .   B(x)   = x±, where    »1+1    is the natural 
projection map of     G - G..,,   for all i 2   1.     We will show that    6     is 
an isomorphism from    H    into    G.     Let    hj =   (jr^,  y2,   ' ''»  
v
n>   ' '')  
e  H 
and    h2 =   (x-,  x2,   •••, xn> 
60^ • h2)  =  6(y1 + *v 
) e   H.     Now, 
.   Y     +  X   , '  7n        n' •)  " 
(0, yx + xv .,  yn + xn,   •••)    and    60^) • B(h2)  = 
(0, jv •••, yn, •••) + (0, xr •••, xn, •••) - 
(0, yt + xr   •••, yn + xn,  •••), so    BO., • h,) - BO,,) • B(h2). 
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Now,  6    is obviously one-to-one,   and  therefore is an isomorphism 
from    H    into    G.     A diagram of    6    is as follows: 
G -  Z. « Z.  • Z.  « Z,  • 
2 4 4 4 
id/    id/    id/ 
H = Z.  • Z.   • Z. • ••• 
4 4 4 
We now have G isomorphic to a subgroup of H and H isomorphic 
to a subgroup of G.  We need to show that G is not isomorphic to H. 
If G = H, their decompositions into direct sums of cyclic groups 
of order a power of 2 would be isomorphic, by 4.1.12.  If 
we would be able to find a 
Z2«Z4 Z4* =  Z, Z4« "4 " "4 
one-to-one correspondence between corresponding components of the 
decompositions  so   that     Z. =  Z,,   Z,  = Z,,   ••*,     But  clearly    1^    is 
not  isomorphic  to     Z,. 
Since  the decompositions of    G    and    H    into direct sums of 
cyclic groups  of order    a    power of    2    are not isomorphic,   then,  by 
the contrapositive of 4.1.12,   G    and    H    are not isomorphic groups. 
Thus  there is no analogy  to  the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem for 
infinite groups. 
SECTION 2:     Free Abelian Groups 
4.2.1 DEFINITION.     Let    S     be a set;   the free abelian group    Fg 
on   £    is    « S     Z,  where    « E.   Z    means  the direct sum of     IS I     copies 
of the integers     Z.     We say    F    is a free abelian group  if  there 
exists a set    S     such that    F - F„. 
Let    i e.  S,   and let    a      denote the element of    f§    which is    1 
in the     ith    coordinate and    0    elsewhere.     The set     (a±   I   ± e S}     is 
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a basis  for    Fs>   since every    x =   (x^  x2>   •••, v,   •••) e.   F„    can 
be uniquely written as a finite sum    x = Z    x.  a       (recall  that all 
but a finite number of  the components    x      are    0). 
vz 
4.2.2 EXAMPLE.     Let    S = {1,  2,  3}.     Then 
Z Z = {(n   , n„,  n.)   |   n    e     1}.     We define 
(n., n2,  n~) + (n^,   m2> m,) =   (n.  + ■,,  n2 + m2>  n. + m.J    and for 
k e  Z,  k(n., n2,  n.) =   (kn.,  kn2>  kn,).     The set    {a.   |   i e S}    will 
consist of   the following:     c^ =   (1,   0,   0),  a2 =   (0,   1,  0),  a3 =   (0,  0,  1). 
Choose    x =   (n. ,  n~, n,) e   F<,;   then 
x =   (n^   0,   0) +  (0,  n2>   0) +  (0,  0, n.j) = 
ttjCl,   0,   0) + n2(0,   1,   0) + n3(0,   0,   1)  = 
n    a    + n„ a    + n. a  ,   therefore    {a     I   i e 5}    generates    F . 
Now,   if     (0,   0,   0)  ■ k-  a. + k2 a    + k.  a.j,   then 
(0,   0,   0)  - k^l,  0,   0) + k2(0,   1,   0) + k3<0,  0,   1)  =   (V.v  k2,  k-j); 
so    k,  =  0,   k, = 0,   k. = 0,   hence     (aj   |   1 £ S)    is also linearly 
independent   (the definitions of  linearly independent and generate 
are the same as for vector spaces,   except  that  the scalars are integers. 
See Definition 2.2). 
Three  important   theorems will now be stated which will be needed 
later in the proof of   the analogy for this section. 
4.2.3 THEOREM.     An abelian group    G    has a basis  if and only if 
G    is a free abelian group. 
Proof:     (•«-)     If     G    is a free abelian group,   then there exists a 
set    S    such that    G - F$ ,   and  the set    {^   I   i € S)    as defined above 
is a basis  for    F .     Thus  if    f   :   Fc   - G    is an isomorphism,   then 
{f(ai)|   i e  S]     is a basis for    G. 
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(-*)     Let    G    be an abelian group with a basis     {x„}    „.    Then every a aeS ' 
k 
element    g e   G    can be written uniquely as    g = E    n   . x Jt where    x   , .   .     ai    ai ai 
is an element of     {x  } and where    n      e  Z.     So    G = Fc, where 
a a£S
al ^ 
g <_   G    is mapped  to  the element in    F«    which has as  its    a 
coordinate    n  . a 
4.2.4 THEOREM.     Let    A    be a free abelian group,   and let    B    be 
a subgroup of    A.     Then    B    is also a free abelian group.     Furthermore, 
if    a    is the  cardinality of a basis for    A    and    6    is the cardinality 
of a basis for    B,   then    6 s a.     Any two bases of    B    have   the same 
cardinality,  which  is  called  the rank of    B.     For more  information, 
see Lang   [4,   p.   45]. 
4.2.5 THEOREM.     The free abelian groups    F^    and    F-j    are 
isomorphic if and only if  rank of    F<, =  rank of    F-j-;   that is,  if and 
only if     \S\   =   \T\     for  the cardinals     1ST   and     |T|.    A proof of this 
may be  found in Fuchs   [2,   p.   73]. 
We now have the necessary machinery  to prove the analogy to 
the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein Theorem for free abelian groups. 
4.2.6 THEOREM.     Let    F    and    G    be free abelian groups.     If    a    is 
a  (group)   isomorphism from    F    into    G    and if    6    is a  (group) 
isomorphism from    G    into    F,   then there exists a   (group)   isomorphism 
'     from    F    onto    G. 
Proof:    Let    F    and    G    be free abelian groups of rank    n    and    m, 
respectively.     Let    a    be an isomorphism from    F    into    G.     Then 
F = Im a,   and by 4.2.5,   rank of    F - rank of  Im a =   |n|.     By 4.2.4, 
In a    is  a free abelian group,   and rank of    Im a <   lm|.     Hence, 
ln|   <   |m|. 
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Let    6    be an isomrophism from    G    Into    F.     Then    G = Im 6,  and- 
by 4.2.5,   rank of     Im 6 =   |m|.     By 4.2.4,   rank of     Im 6 £   ln|.    Hence 
|m|   <   In I . 
Since  Inl £ ImI  and  lm| Z   |n|, |n| - |m|  and by 4.2.5, 
F= G. □ 
Notice  that this method of proof  is very similar to the proof for 
vector spaces,   as  it relies on the property of having a basis.     Further- 
more,   this method of proof will work only for free abelian groups, 
since by 4.2.3  they are  the only abelian groups which have a basis. 
SECTION 3:     Divisible Groups 
4.3.1 DEFINITION. Let Z+ denote the positive integers. An 
abelian group D is divisible provided if n e Z+ and if x e D, 
then there exists a    y e   D    such that    ny - x. 
4.3.2 DEFINITION.     Let     p    be a prime number.     If    n    is a positive 
integer, we identify  the group    Z        with a subgroup of  the group 
Z     ., ,  and we consider    Z to be a subgroup of    Z n+1- 
Thus  we 
-pti+1 
have  the chain 
Z    c   Z 2^Z 3- p  -    pJ P P 
Le t    Z(p-)  =    »     Z  ,i   then  the abelian group    Z(p-)     is called a 
P 
quasicyclic group,   or a group of  type    p  • 
One can prove  that    Z(p-)     Li generated by the elements 
V   c2'   '•'•   V   •"'  WhCre  e3Ch     'n    generateS  ^  SUb8r°UP    V' 
Furthermore,   pcx = 0,  pc2 = cv  and  in general,   pcn+1 - CR. 
can prove  that every element of    Z (p-)     is a multiple of    cn    for some 
n,   and  that     Z(p->     is  a divisible group.     For a further discussion, 
see Fuchs   [2,  p.   15]. 
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4.3.3 EXAMPLE.     Let    p = 2.     Then    Z2 c 2^ c Zg c • • •   c Z      c  • • *., 
and    Z(2")  - jlj  Z2n- 
The following three theorems are necessary for our analogy.     Proofs 
of the theorems may be found in Fuchs   [2, p.  98 and p.   104]. 
4.3.4 THEOREM.     If    H    and    K    are abelian groups,  if    H    is a 
subgroup of    K,   and if    H    is divisible,   then    H    is a direct s.ummand 
of    K,  so    K - H 9 L    for some abelian group    L. 
4.3.5 THEOREM.     If    D    is a divisible group,  then    D    is a direct 
sum of quasicyclic  and full  rational groups    Q;  or, 
D £ Z(pj) • Z(pj) ••••«Q*Q«---«Q 
- « Ij Z(p») • ♦ SA Q. 
Furthermore,   the groups   Z(p")   and the  cardinal number of the set    A 
of components of rationals  is unique. 
4.3.6 THEOREM.     The homomorphic image, of a divisible group is 
divisible,   and a direct summand of a divisible group is divisible. 
We now are ready to prove an analogy to the Cantor-Schroder- 
Bernstein Theorem for divisible groups.. 
4.3.7 THEOREM.     Let    G    and    H    be  two divisible groups.     If    G 
is isomorphic  to a  subgroup of    H,   and if    H is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of    G,  then    G    is   isomorphic  to    H. 
Proof:     Let    G    and    H    be  two divisible groups.     Let    G    be 
isomorphic to a subgroup of    H,   denoted    Im  (G).     By Theorems   4.3.4 
and 4.3.6,   Im   (G)      (which is  isomorphic to    G)  is a direct summand of 
H,  so    H = G • K    for some abelian group    K. 
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Let    H    be isomorphic to a subgroup of    G, denoted    Im  (H), which 
is isomorphic  to    H.     Again by Theorems 4.3.4 and 4.3.6, G - H ® L 
for some abelian group    K. 
Note that    L    and    K    are divisible,   since every direct summand 
of a divisible group  is divisible by 4.3.6.    Let 
(*)  G = « £T Z(p")  • • Z.   Q    and    H - • I    Z(q») « • E    Q, where I 1 A J J D 
I,  J, A    and    B    are unique index sets,  and    ?±    and    q      are prime 
numbers for each    i £   I    and each    j  £ J.     Furthermore,   the groups 
« ET Z(p»)     and    9 I    Z(q°°)     are unique,  except for order. 
Now,   let     L » # E-i   Z(p'j) • • I   Q    and    K = • Zj,  Z(q*^) » 9 £n Q, 
for index sets     I',   J*,   C    and    D,     and for prime numbers    p^    and 
q'     for each    1 C   I'     and each    j £   J'.     Then 
G=H#L = «£ Z(q») # # I Q ♦ Sj, Z(p'~) • • lQ Q. Thus by (*) 
and the uniqueness of the index sets (4.3.5), |B| + I C| - |A|, where 
lAl     denotes  the cardinal number of    A,  and 
{•Z(q»)   I   j £   J}   u   {Z(p'»)   I   i £   I'} = {Z(p»)   I   i £  I).     In particular, 
iBl   <   lAl     and    (Z(q-)   I   j 6   J) £{Z(p|)   |   i e   I).    But 
H =  G • K =  *  Sj   Z(pf)   • •  EA Q * •  Sj,    Z(q'j)  • ♦ S„ Q.     Hence by     (*) 
and  (4.3.5),   lAl   +   |D|   -   IBl,  or     I A. I   *   |B|.     Therefore     |A| 
Furthermore, 
{Z(p»)   i   i £   1}  c   (Z(q~)   I   j e. J). 
Hence, 
(Z(p»)    |   i £    1}  -  (Z(q~)    |   j «   J). 
Thus     G -  H.   D 
|B|. 
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SUMMARY 
Beginning with the  conventional form of the Cantor-Schroder- 
Bernstein Theorem in set theory,  we proceeded to investigate five other 
mathematical settings   to see  if analogous theorems could be formulated 
in these settings.     We proved  that analogous theorems exist in vector 
spaces,  in finite groups,  in free abelian groups,  and in divisible 
groups.     However,   counterexamples were presented to demonstrate that 
no theorems  analogous  to the Cantor-Schrbder-Bernstein Theorem could 
be formulated for  topological  spaces or for groups of infinite order. 
We can ask if a theorem analogous  to  the Cantor-Schroder-Bernstein 
Theorem is  true in virtually any area of mathematics,  so that we could 
never hope to answer every conjecture of  this type.     However,  two 
questions which we would have  liked to investigate,  given sufficient 
time,  are  the following: 
For what special classes  of topological spaces does the analogy 
hold true,  and for what  special  classes of modules over a ring does 
the analogy hold true? 
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